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Expert SharePoint 2010 PracticesApress, 2011

	Expert SharePoint 2010 Practices is a valuable compendium of best practices, tips, and secrets straight from the most knowledgeable SharePoint gurus in the industry.

	

	Learn from the experts as you dive into topics like multitenancy, solution deployment, business intelligence, and administration. Our team of carefully...
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Node.js the Right Way: Practical, Server-Side JavaScript That ScalesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Get to the forefront of server-side JavaScript programming by writing compact, robust, fast, networked Node applications that scale. Ready to take JavaScript beyond the browser, explore dynamic languages features and embrace evented programming? Explore the fun, growing repository of Node modules provided by npm. Work with multiple protocols,...
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Advanced JavaScript: Speed up web development with the powerful features and benefits of JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Gain a deeper understanding of JavaScript and apply it to build small applications in backend, frontend, and mobile frameworks.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the new ES6 syntax, the event loop, and asynchronous programming
	
			Learn the test-driven development approach when building...
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Emerging Research in Electronics, Computer Science and Technology: Proceedings of International Conference, ICERECT 2012 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	PES College of Engineering is organizing an International Conference on Emerging Research in Electronics, Computer Science and Technology (ICERECT-12) in Mandya and merging the event with Golden Jubilee of the Institute. The Proceedings of the Conference presents high quality, peer reviewed articles from the field of Electronics, Computer...
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Developing Applications with Visual Studio .NETAddison Wesley, 2002
DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS WITH VISUAL STUDIO.NET is
an in-depth guide that takes Windows programming to the next
level: creating .NET applications that leverage the prior
knowledge and experience of C++ Win32 programmers.

The .NET Framework supplies programmers with rich standard
run-time services, supports the...
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Just SpringO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Get a concise introduction to Spring, the increasingly popular open source framework for building lightweight enterprise applications on the Java platform. This example-driven book for Java developers delves into the framework's basic features, as well as advanced concepts such as containers. You'll learn how Spring makes...
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Radiation Injuries (Safety Report, Iaea Comprehensive No Inis Ser. Series, 8000)International Atomic Energy Agency, 1998

	According to the International Basic Safety Standards an accident is “any

	unintended event, including operating errors, equipment failures or other mishaps, the

	consequences or potential consequences of which are not negligible from the point of

	view of protection or safety” [1].





	A radiological accident...
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Algorithmic Randomness and Complexity (Theory and Applications of Computability)Springer, 2010

	Though we did not know it at the time, this book’s genesis began with
	the arrival of Cris Calude in New Zealand. Cris has always had an intense
	interest in algorithmic information theory. The event that led to much of
	the recent research presented here was the articulation by Cris of a seemingly
	innocuous question. This question...
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Essential PHP Tools: Modules, Extensions, and AcceleratorsApress, 2004

	This book is an essential guide to some of the best free add-ons to PHP. These add-ons, or tools, provide invaluable functionality for improving your PHP web applications, including accessing databases, generating robust Web forms, using page templating systems, creating and parsing XML documents, authenticating users, and much more.

...
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Pro Wicket (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2006

 I'm glad we're having our first real Wicket book available now...It is more than just a how-to guide; Karthik goes through the effort of explaining alternatives and explains how things are done by Wicket instead of merely giving you the steps...
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Computer Vision - ACCV 2010: 10th Asian Conference on Computer Vision, Queenstown, New ZealandSpringer, 2011

	The 2010 Asian Conference on Computer Vision took place in the southern hemisphere, in “The Land of the Long White Cloud” in Maori language, also known as New Zealand, in the beautiful town of Queenstown. If we try to segment the world we realize that New Zealand does not belong officially to any continent. Similarly, in computer...
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Android Apps for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	Anybody can start building multimedia apps for the Android platform, and this book will show you how! Now updated to include both Android 4.4 and the new Android L, Android Apps for Absolute Beginners, Third Edition takes you through the process of getting your first Android apps up and running using plain English and...
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